
Ticket Prices
2020 VIRTUAL PRODUCTIONS
(The Bacchae and 
The Windshield and the Bug)
$6 – General Public
FREE ADMISSION with valid 
PSU photo ID

2021 PRODUCTIONS
(The Wolves and Vanya and 
Sonia and Masha and Spike)
$12 – General Public
$7 – Under 17/Over 65 
FREE ADMISSION with valid 
PSU photo ID

Reservations recommended.
Tickets are available at the 
door beginning 30 minutes 
prior to curtain.

For reservations & information: 
PSU Ticket Office • 620-235-4796

2020-2021 Season

PITT STATE THEATRE

Silent Sky (2020)

A Doll’s House (2019)

Pittsburg State
University

THE BACCHAE  (Virtual Production)  •  Oct. 22-25, 2020
By Euripides / Translated by Henry Hart Milman / Directed by Linden Little
One of Euripides’ later Greek tragedies, The Bacchae centers on the story of the spurned 
god Dionysus returning home to Thebes seeking revenge against the new King Pentheus. 
Conceived as a staged reading in a rock ‘n’ roll style, this reimagining envisions the god 
Dionysus as a pop star begging for the adoration of his hometown. See this modern twist 
on a historic tale where deadly consequences can’t be escaped.

THE WINDSHIELD AND THE BUG  (Virtual Production)  •  Dec. 3-6, 2020
Conceived and Directed by Cynthia Allan / Original Material by Advanced 
Performance Ensemble
There comes a time in all our lives when we figure out not everything can go our way. 
Join us for this improvisation about the lifelong learning curve that is part of every human 
experience. What could possibly go wrong?

THE WOLVES  •  Feb. 25-28, 2021
By Sarah DeLappe / Directed by Gil Cooper

Thursday – Saturday @ 7:30 p.m. • Saturday & Sunday @ 2 p.m.
Dotty and Bill Miller Theater • Bicknell Family Center for the Arts
This finalist for the 2017 Pulitzer Prize in Drama provides a quick, hilarious, and unflinching 
look at nine female “warriors” of a girls’ indoor soccer team as they navigate the large 
struggles of a modern world amid smaller battles of personal identity and relationships. 
A critic’s pick of the New York Times, who says every scene emanates, “the scary, 
exhilarating brightness of raw adolescence.”

VANYA AND SONIA AND MASHA AND SPIKE  •  April 22-25, 2021
By Christopher Durang / Directed by Megan Westhoff

Thursday – Saturday @ 7:30 p.m. • Saturday & Sunday @ 2 p.m.
Dotty and Bill Miller Theater • Bicknell Family Center for the Arts
Adult siblings Vanya and Sonia live in their family home and spend their days bickering 
and complaining about their lives when unexpectedly, their movie star sister, Masha, 
arrives with her much younger boyfriend. Hilarity ensues in this winner of the 2013 
Tony Award for Best Play when the already strained sibling relationships are further 
complicated by a cleaning lady who predicts the future, a star-struck neighbor, and a 
disastrous costume party.
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